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FOREWORD
Dear Members,
We are delighted to present this our 2016-2017 yearbook. This year has been a
very special year for the Club as we celebrate our 5th birthday! A lovely
celebration was held at the Summer Seminar, Yardley Hastings, which included
an enormous birthday cake that was appreciated by all.
The past twelve months have been very enjoyable with stock shows and many
interesting events and developments. Ardingly College Mini Rex Club continues
to grow from strength to strength. The students enjoyed their first stock show at
Swindon and are now planning for their next show. The Judging Seminars are
about to move from South Devon Fanciers (District 6), where they have been for
the past two years, to East Herts Rabbit Club (District 5). Owing to the
devastating RHDV2 virus, which closed many of the shows in the West Country,
several New Judges’ Shows still need to be arranged to enable the remaining
candidates to complete the two-year programme.
We are always looking for new ways to promote the Mini Rex and involve
people in the work of the Club. We especially enjoy regular contact with fellow
Mini Rex breeders abroad and have good contacts with members in the USA,
Australia, Ireland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Malta, Hungary, Poland. Recently
Andrea Graber from Switzerland has contacted us. Together with some Mini Rex
breeders in Germany she is organising a European network of Mini Rex breeders
with a view to staging an annual European Mini Rex Show. The first show has
already been arranged for 5th & 6th November 2016 at Stadthalle, D-88605
Meßkirch, Germany. This is an exciting new development that opens up many
new opportunities.
The BMRC team has for some time wanted to 'give something back to the
members' and made the suggestion at the AGM that we hold a free Christmas
show on Sunday 10th December 2017, at Hednesford. At this show members
could enter as many exhibits as they wanted at no cost and have a
complimentary full Christmas lunch with turkey, Christmas pudding and all the
trimmings, together with some entertainment. The idea was overwhelmingly
welcomed! Do make a note of the date, it promises to be a really good day out.
A special thank you to our many sponsors who make a tremendous contribution
to the Club, and to you, our members, as without you there would not be a Club.
Finally, on behalf of the BMRC team, enjoy your Mini Rex, enjoy our Fancy, and
every success in 2017!
Garry Murphy
Chair
British Mini Rex Club
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A Message from the Club Founder
Another year has gone by and another successful year for our Club, the British Mini Rex.
It's hard to believe that it has been six years since I asked four people if they would be
interested in forming another Mini Rex club, and they all readily agreed. The next twelve
months were not easy and it was some time before the Management Committee offered
us an Area Club status, which we refused. Later we were offered the National Club status,
which we accepted and since then have not looked back. Some of our success is down to
the dedication, good planning and hard work of the elected Committee, whom I am very
proud to work with, but the real credit must go to our Members. They have supported us
all the way and have allowed us to get on with the running of the Club without any
problems and we have always been open to their suggestions. We try to plan our shows
twelve months and recently, two years ahead which up until now we have been
successful but, as we all know, the best made plans can go astray, which brings me to my
main concern for the Fancy as well as the British Mini Rex Club.
During the years that I have been involved in the Rabbit Fancy (which is only a very short
period of time in comparison to others), we have always had someone to blame if things
go wrong and we all know who that may be, but on this occasion we could be wrong.
What I refer to is the lack of support given to local Clubs by BRC members. At most of the
shows I go to, there is very little support given to setting up of cages and tables before
the start of the show, it is always left to just a few, some of whom are elderly and very
elderly!! The same applies at the end of a show, there are at best 3-4 people willing to
stay and take down the pens and clean up and this usually includes the Secretary and
people from the kitchen.
Is it any wonder why these people say "enough is enough" and the Club closes? Try and
blame that on the BRC Management Committee! If we are to keep this Fancy going, the
membership needs to get involved in their local Clubs or we will lose them. Some may
say, "What has that got to do with the British Mini Rex Club?" The reason is simply that
our programme depends on local Clubs inviting us to their shows to hold BMRC stock
shows. At the beginning we made a commitment to our Members that we would move
around the country with our stock shows and the New Judges’ Training Programmes.
I believe that everyone attending their local show could give 30 minutes of their time at
the end of the show to clean up. Most shows hold an average of three shows a year and
you would therefore be giving a commitment of one and a half hours per year! Some
clubs have already been forced to hold box shows. This change to save our Clubs has got
to be brought about by the rank and file, the MEMBERSHIP.
John Evans
Founder
British Mini Rex Club
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A Message from the Club President
First of all may I take this opportunity to thank those of you who voted for me as your
next President. It does not seem 5 years since I sat on the BRC Governing Body when the
new club was accepted. So much hard work had gone on behind the scenes, and I was
truly elated when the club got the green light and rightly so. As you all know I am a
Standard Rex breeder but I fully remember when I judged somewhere up north and this
little Otter was placed in front of me. The first Mini Rex I had seen. What a lovely little
rabbit this was, excelling in top colour and the tanning was out of this world. After the
show the name Jock Hardwick was mentioned and since that day I have always had a soft
spot for this wonderful animal.
I can only say we have a super club and I am very proud to be a member. The Mini Rex
can hold its own easily now with the Standards. This has been achieved by selective
breeding and more so by members distributing good breeding stock to newcomers. The
seminar days and stock shows have been very well supported and I must thank all of you
who have worked so hard organising these events. May I wish you all well and hope you
all have success on the show bench with your little gems.
Arnie Hill
President
British Mini Rex Club

The Breeding and Showing of Rex
By Eddie Hutchings
Having started at the age of thirteen with my first Rex rabbits and still breeding
them at the age of eighty-one, I believe I have gained a fair bit of experience.
Orange Rex has always been a longtime favourite from the early fifties,
when two eight-week-old babies
arrived by rail in two cardboard boxes
tied together by bale string. At first
glance they looked awful and I almost
cried, but how wrong I was as they
turned into really superb animals and
both did a lot of winning. I kept on
winning with Orange right up to the
age of twenty when all my stock had to
be sold when I went off to do my two
years of National Service in the RAF. This
was one of my saddest days in the
rabbit fancy as all the stock was
distributed to various parts of the UK.
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My two years in the RAF flew by and in my time serving Her Majesty I was able to
meet fanciers and visit shows in various places around the United Kingdom so
my interest did not waver. Demobbed, it was back to keeping rabbits again and
obviously it was Orange Rex. It was then that I met up with Vic Eldridge again
and he encouraged me to make a start in the judging world. I never regretted
taking up judging and have some wonderful memories of shows and places
visited in almost six decades of judging, a very fulfilling experience. But enough
of all that, it’s the Rex breeding that has been so interesting.
Type
What do I like to see first? Type, type, type
all the time – get the SHAPE of your stock
right and you can then set the coat and
colour to suit. I was inspired at the age of
fourteen when I cycled over to Bransgore in
the New Forest to visit the stud of A J
Pouncy, a very well-known fancier who kept
Lynx, Castor and Opal Rex and also New
Zealand Reds. I can still see those bullheaded bucks and those super bold bodies,
which you see so seldom today in our Rex.
Why did we breed them out? Judging Rex at
the 2015 London Championship Show I
went through a class of Otter Rex and it
struck me that our Rex are getting far too
long in the body. This causes the rabbit to
“sag” when your hand runs over the coat and this spoils the animal. The saving
grace was the last exhibit I handled which had that super compact type so
deserved in a Rex and set this exhibit on its own. I am often told that type is only
20 points but in my opinion good type is crucial if you want to show off an
exhibit at its best.
Coat
Now we come to the Rex coat, a real marvel of nature, but even that has
changed over my time in Rex. During my teenage years coats had a much firmer
feel – now it’s all about texture. The art of keeping a good Rex coat is BALANCE.
I always keep a hard-coated stud buck in my breeding plan, otherwise if you
keep putting show coat to show coat, you will gradually lose that “oomph” to
the coat and in a few generations your bone structure will start to suffer, and
with it come weak hocks and pads. So do remember to balance your coats. It’s
so easy to go soft-coated with Rex; if you can also breed a good typed hardcoated doe, she will be worth her weight in gold. This will also help to get rid of
those coats with crinkly shafts - another fault seen in so many modern Rex coats.
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I always look for the stock that will make good adults, not the flashy youngsters
that so often can end up with weak pads by the age of seven months.
Colour
Colour is also very important in a good Rex exhibit. With so many colours to
choose from, it’s all in the eye of the beholder. Having kept and bred Orange,
Blacks and also Castors for more years than I care to remember, if I take today’s
Orange, I feel that far too many today are too “red” in colour.
As for Blacks, this colour has made giant strides over the past fifty-five years and
today the stock is in very good hands. My other favourite colour is the Castor,
but sad to say it is in so few hands these days and as a result quality is sadly
slipping back. In my case, I have had two years of bad luck, with does missing
and then what was bred was of disappointing quality. I was really on the verge
of giving up on them when I thought I would have another go and introduced a
blown Mini buck. The first results leave
me feeling much more hopeful this year.
A Castor in full coat and colour is a sight
for sore eyes, but it’s very hard to get it
all right, although in the Minis the Castor
has been doing very well. As for my
Blues – my first ever Rex at thirteen
years of age – they have all gone up to
Scotland. A little sad but I had to face
reality, I cannot cope with so many
colours these days. Other Rex colours to
catch my eye have been some good
Ermines, Otters, Marten Seals, the odd
Orange and the Chinrex. I have also seen
some nice Blues and also the odd good
one in our less popular colours of Rex.
First Litters
When breeding your first litters, look for shape and a coat with a bit of spring to
it. Pat the fur on the front of the head – if it feels dense and plush so will the rest
of the coat later on. In years gone by a top Rex judge would be seen patting the
top of the Rex coat. If it left an imprint in the coat then the rabbit is too soft
coated. I would like to see our newer judges do this. Start handling the babies
from about a month or so. Sit them in the palm of your hand and get them used
to human contact, then gradually train them to sit correctly on the show table.
A well-trained Rex makes such a difference to a judge when going through his
or her classes. Also, get your Rex used to noise and the kind of experiences they
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will encounter at a show, from being placed in a travelling box for the car
journey to the sights and sounds of the show hall. Keeping the radio on in the
rabbitry during the day also gets the stock used to voices and music.
Judging
I have written many times
that you cannot produce a
top judge in a year or so; it
can take up to a decade of
experience and then to serve
a proper apprenticeship
behind the table, so aspiring
judges should start young.
The British Mini Rex Club is,
as far as I know, the only club
to run a judges’ training
programme. Finally, I would
recommend all Rex breeders
to purchase the book written by John Hodgkiss: The Fancier’s Guide to the Rex
Rabbit published by Fur & Feather.

Summer Seminar 2016
At last the long-planned and awaited Summer Seminar Day arrived on Sunday
21st August 2016, and what a cracking day it was! Members of the BMRC team
prepared the hall the day before the event and were all set and ready to
welcome fanciers as they arrived for the day, and arrive they did! What a
tremendous response with 81 members signed in and enjoying a bacon roll or
other niceties from the kitchen and catching up with each other over a cuppa.
Many had travelled considerable distances to be present, demonstrating their
enthusiasm
and
commitment, which is
never taken for granted
and
is
always
appreciated!
The day began with five
breeders giving a 10minute
presentation
each of the Mini Rex
colour
that
they
specialise in and taking
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any questions from the floor.
This was followed by Arnie Hill,
the newly elected President,
giving a commentary on how
he would judge and place the
colours present, giving reasons
for his placements. Next came
a wonderful presentation by
Daphne Brass-Brown on the
importance of having a hardcoated stud buck and why
'show preparation' is essential.
Daphne also encouraged all
those serious about breeding Mini Rex to have a copy of "A Fancier's Guide to
the Rex Rabbit" by John Hodgkiss (available from Fur & Feather).
After a tea break Arnie Hill exercised his new role as President by opening and
chairing the AGM. The present committee and officials were all re-elected. This
was followed by reports to the members from the officials, which included
various updates such as the report from Ardingly College Mini Rex Club, which
has grown from strength to strength. A lengthy discussion followed on the
practical use of self-penning, especially as an increasing number of local clubs
are closing and box shows are on the increase. The use of vetbed as a cleaner,
more efficient and less dusty alternative to shavings at shows was also
discussed. Provided the vetbed was
held secure in the pen, this was
thought an excellent idea. Finally,
those present were told that for some
time the BMRC team wanted to 'give
something back to the members' and
so the members were asked whether
they would like the BMRC team to
organise a free Christmas show on
Sunday 10th December 2017. At this
show members could enter as many
rabbits as they wished into the show
for free and have a complimentary full
Christmas
lunch
with
turkey,
Christmas pudding and all the
trimmings, and some entertainment.
The members responded to this
suggestion with a resounding ‘yes’!
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As the hog roast arrived, so did the sun, making lunch all the more enjoyable for
everyone. Lunch culminated in John Evans, founder of the Club and Arnie Hill,
President cutting the cake, to celebrate the Club’s fifth birthday, and ensuring
that everyone had a slice! Jane Bramley led the afternoon session with a
fascinating talk on colour genetics that was very practical and stimulated a lot of
interest and discussion. Jane not only knows her genetics but is also passionate
about the subject in a way that rouses enthusiasm for the whole topic.
Thank you to everyone who participated in the day, especially our members
without whom we would not have a club and who travelled near and far to
support us. Thanks to our speakers: Arnie Hill, Daphne Brass-Brown & Jane
Bramley, and to our breeders: Brian Wheatley, Lucy Berry, Paul Wanklin, Ray
Smith and Julie Saunders. Thank you also to the BMRC Team. Since the Club was
founded, each member of the team was given a role, a job to do. These roles
have been purposely made interchangeable so should someone be absent from
a stock show or club event, another committee member would easily step into
their role. This way it is not solely the responsibility of just one or two individuals
but the whole team, which works really well and for which we are all extremely
grateful! What was most striking about this year’s Summer Seminar was the
relaxed and jovial atmosphere. Everyone wanted to be together and enjoy the
day. And what a great day it was!
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The Colour for the Connoisseur
By Janet & Tony Taylor
The Blue Mini Rex is without a doubt one
of the most docile of all the rabbit breeds,
which makes them an excellent choice for
exhibitors of all ages. This predisposition
also makes them a pleasure to handle
when deciding to breed. So how do you
make a start? Ideally, once you have
chosen your breeder, a mated doe or a
trio would be the best way. A mated doe
should never be discounted especially if
she is in her second or third year and is
proven. After all, a breeder won’t hold on
to does, which don’t produce the standard they are after. At some point though,
you will have to purchase a buck from another strain so that you can produce
your ‘own’ line.
A breeding buck should be a big strong type, preferably with a slightly harsher
coat and some guard hairs. A soft coated or show buck, when mated to a show
doe, can produce offspring with lazy coats. If this route is continued, the coats
become too soft and the hair on the feet will wear away very quickly. Breeders
from years ago used to say that the coat and colour came from the doe and the
type was down to the buck. These principles still apply today just as they did in
previous generations.
When considering the colour of
Blues, try to avoid rabbits that have
any black hairs protruding in the
coat and never use a Black Rex in
your breeding programme as this
causes the blue colour to be far too
dark, especially on the head. It does
the Blue Rex no favours whatsoever
and once the darker colour is bred
in, it’s very difficult to eradicate.
Once your 'snowballs' have grown and started to mature, you need to be
looking at their adult coat. The hardest part with Blues is to get an even colour
all over. It should be a bright, medium shade of blue, definitely not lavender and
not a dark shade like broken slate. The head needs to be the same shade as the
body without any dark areas on the face. When the colour is right and the rabbit
is free of any moult, they can look stunning and should be able to hold their
own against any other colour Rex on the judging table. There is also a minor
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issue with toenails. This problem stems from the late 70’s when the national
colour club decided that white toenails (which do occur from time to time)
should be a disqualification, which led to breeders putting Blacks in to prevent
this problem. However, this led to the overall colour of the Blues deteriorating
and consequently the colour became far too dark. Thankfully the white toenail is
now classed as a minor fault and the true blue colour is starting to return.
When you breed your first litter, you should be looking for babies that are called
‘snowballs’. These are youngsters that have a white undercolour with blue on
the tips of the fur. It appears at about the age of 2-3 weeks and some can appear
with a lot of white but don’t panic, as these will produce your best-coloured
Blues. At some shows you may hear judges commenting on how they consider
an u/5 Blue to be too light. The lightness of the colour at this age is normal, as
Blues get darker with age and each time they moult. So when the rabbit reaches
its peak at about 9 months old, it should be spot on. If a Blue is a darker colour
as a baby, it will just continue to get darker and will pass this fault on when
breeding. Our breeding season starts at Christmas time and runs until about
June. We personally find that rabbits bred later in the year don’t make the
correct size and it gives our does a rest until the next year.
Breeding Blues is certainly a challenge for anyone with a passion to start, as
even though they are a self coloured rabbit, you need to assess your stock at all
ages to make sure you have the correct matches when the breeding season
comes around. We have just started to breed Mini Blues and hopefully will be
able to produce some stock of the correct colour.

REGISTERING A CHAMPION
The British Mini Rex Club offers members Championship Diplomas for wins with
individual Mini Rex rabbits. In order to qualify, any ONE rabbit must have
obtained 25 Challenge Certificate Stars (CCs) under a minimum of THREE
different BMRC Breeder or Non-breeder Judges. These are then sent to the Club
Secretary:
Miss Monica Henley
"Tameford"
55 Berry Hill
Hednesford
Staffordshire
WS12 1U
Tel: 01543 879661
All Challenge Certificates will be returned with the Championship Diploma.
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My rabbits are not ‘just rabbits’
By Lucy Berry
‘But what does a Rex feel like? How do
you know if it's of show quality?’
Possibly the two most frequent
questions asked of me, whether it be by
friends and family, or people from
around the shows. As I'm sure Rex
breeders in general are well aware, I do
not believe that there are any words
that can describe the true feeling of a
Rex rabbit. It is a totally uniquely coated
rabbit - call it plush, dense, textured...
Whatever, really. I don't think, for me,
there will ever be a correct description
of what a Rex coat truly feels like. It's an
acquired feel; one you will learn to
appreciate, the longer you have them
for. I appreciate mine much much more
than when I started out seven years ago.
People have often asked me what I look for when I'm assessing young Mini Rex.
When I open a hutch full of 6-8 week old babies, I don't touch them (also similar
to when I first judge a class of rabbits at a stock show). I stand back, well back,
and look at them; first impressions, for me, are everything. At this age, nothing is
more thrilling than a Rex coat that catches the sun just at the right angle,
creating a silver sheen-like texture, look, and feel. When I see a whole litter with
this sheen, I get very excited!
The second point is the type of the rabbits.
Between 6 and 8 weeks, I like to see fit and
lively, well stocked rabbits. I tend to keep
my eyes on ones that come straight to the
front of the hutch when I open it, as these
tend to make ‘better looking’ rabbits (in
terms of type and style) on the show table. If
I'm judging, there is nothing less attractive
for me than being greeted by a class of
stretched-out rabbits, none of which appear
interested in showing themselves or being
‘on their toes’. Again, first impressions count. Type-wise, I like big-boned rabbits
(sometimes referred to as having ‘brick-like’ type) with solid, wide, round rumps
carried all the way up the rabbit’s body to form equally proportioned shoulders.
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Type may only be 20 points on a Mini Rex, but it is essential for the foundations
of the coat - if the rabbit isn't the same width from its shoulders down to its
rump, the coat won't sit evenly, and you'll just haul yourself into a whole load of
problems. It's not worth it.
The third, and most fascinating aspect about a Rex is the jacket they possess without a question. I like a boldly coloured youngster that shows promise (up to
16 weeks of age) with a promising coat. Possibly not superb, as I find that quality
youngsters never really tend to meet expectations when coming into their adult
coats. So I look for good youngsters, with a dense textured coat (bearing in
mind my stock does tend to dense up from young to adult coat, so I do allow for
a bit more texture than I'd like at this age). Quality youngsters are rare in my
shed, but on the off chance that I do get one, they never stop for long. At the
age of approximately 6 months, I like to be able to shut my eyes and dig my
hand into a really nice thick, wealthy dense jacket, of no more than half an inch
length. When you get a good'n, trust me, you'll know. They take your breath
away - there isn't a more beautiful feeling than really getting your hand into a
real quality Rex coat.
I have been breeding and exhibiting Black Mini
Rex now for over seven years, and I have to
admit that they still manage to surprise me.
Every year I joke with Dad and say ‘surely they
can't get any better’, and even if it's one rabbit
a year, something manages to improve on
them! Showing them aside, it is incredible how
much some small black rabbits can change you.
They are, quite possibly, the most fantastic
things that have ever happened to me - not
because I've done well with them, that's just a
bonus. So many times a year I hear people say to me, ‘they're just rabbits, why
do you care so much?’ So here's a little bit of inspiration for all you budding
Juniors out there who want to start up with them, but are worried what people
think.
To me, they are not ‘just rabbits’ - the Fancy, in so many ways, has encouraged a
more sociable, committed and dedicated person out of me. Before I had the
Blacks, and before the British Mini Rex Club existed, I wouldn't talk to anyone. I
wouldn't go off on my own at shows. Stewarding was absolutely out of the
question because I hated holding rabbits, I was scared that I would either drop
them or get bitten by one. I used to shadow my Dad at shows, I could never be
left alone in absolute fear that someone would actually come up and try and
talk to me!
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Then I got involved with the club, and started writing articles for them. I got my
Blacks, and much to Dad’s horror (I'm pretty sure he’s still disgusted!) I really
baby them, and love them, more than anything. I can't talk about them for long
now because they mean so much that I will just cry - and it's hugely
embarrassing! I've had sleepless nights over the Rex, I've cried over the Rex, and
my Dad has become broke because of the Rex! They have changed the person I
am today… Whether it's because of responsibility, or dedication, or affection,
they have changed me. When times get tough, the Rex are always there, and
they don't scream, or shout, or judge you. And they rely on you - sometimes it's
nice knowing that there is something in your life that does need you!
I know it all sounds silly, but my Rex will always hold a very special place in me.
I'm not ashamed to admit that, because I love them, and I love our hobby - it's a
fantastic hobby, with some of the best people involved. But, of course, I am
biased…! So, if anyone ever comes up to you and stamps on your ambitions,
whether it's with rabbits or in general, prove them wrong. I've climbed and
overcome massive mountains and obstacles to get where I am now with the
Rex, but it just proves that it's very possible. If I can do it, honestly, anyone can!
You've just got to have a bit of drive, and a lot of passion. Believe me, it goes a
long way. Just have a think to yourselves now. Next time you hear the words
said to a rabbit breeder that rabbits are only rabbits, remember, my rabbits are
not ‘just rabbits’ - they have turned into my life, and will keep doing so for as
long as I am able. Finally, for all of you who have ask what does a Rex coat feels
like, there can only be one answer: You don't ‘feel’ it; you embrace it!
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From Switzerland with love
By Andrea Graber
It is a great honour for me to have
been asked to write an article for
your yearbook. My name is Andrea
Graber and I live in Switzerland. I
have been breeding rabbits for
nearly 35 years. My current breed is
the Mini Rex. I was born in 1968, am
married to Samuel Graber and have 4
children (Samuel Jr, Tim, Laura and
Nick) between 8 and 16 years old. I
have started my “rabbit career” as a
young breeder with Tans, then New
Zealand Whites and Reds and for 9
years Mini Rex. When I was young, I wanted to become a judge but instead I
decided to develop my professional career. Before I had my children, I dedicated
my life to rabbits and had several roles both in the local clubs and the
Association of the District of Berne. The Swiss Rabbit Association involved me in
different projects, such as “Rabbit meat as nourishment for the people in North
Korea” or the portrayal of a rabbit breeder in a famous Swiss glossy magazine.
During a three-month holiday in the USA in 1990, my husband and I met Glen
Carr at the ARBA office (he was the secretary at ARBA for many years). Glen has
visited the National Buck Show in St. Gallen in Switzerland some years ago. In
1992 we attended the National Convention in Columbus, Ohio, where we saw
the Mini Rex for the first time and met many breeders, including Monna
Berryhill, but at that time we were not aware yet who she was.
Promoting and supporting the development of the Mini Rex initially in
Switzerland and then in Germany
My husband and I managed to get the New Zealand
Reds finally recognised in the Swiss Standard in 2000
(these were bred from rabbits imported from the
USA). Based on this project and the gained
experience, I was asked whether I would support the
Mini Rex on its way to be recognised in the Swiss
Standard of Perfection. In 2007 the first meeting of
Mini Rex breeders took place and I wrote an article
about it. Since then I have been breeding Mini Rex
but did not show them in the early years. My children
were very young at that time and I needed to take
some time off to be with my family. In 2012 the breed
was recognised in different colours in the Swiss
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Standard. In the meantime,
about a year ago, breeders
have started the recognition
procedures for the Mini Rex in
Germany. I have offered my
German colleagues my support
and help on this journey. It is
already the fifth time that an
International Mini Rex Show
will be held – this year it will
take place on 5th-6th November
2016 in Messkirch, a little town in the southern part of Germany. And this year it
is the first time that a European breed-specific show for the Mini Rex will be
taking place. The aim is not only to welcome many breeders from other
European countries for an international exchange of know-how, experiences as
well as rabbits, but to give German breeders the opportunity to have their
rabbits judged (this is not always possible at local shows since they have not
been recognised yet in the Standard). The goal is to get the Mini Rex recognised
in the German Breed Standard and to further develop this breed in other
countries too. As I’m writing these lines, I very much hope that the innovative
German breeders will be rewarded for their efforts and the show will be a
success. It depends on the success of the show and the commitment of the
breeders whether this show will be organized again next year.
British Mini Rex Club and contact with Monna Berryhill
I have written to several magazines to promote the
show including the editor of the Fur & Feather, Pat
Gaskin. She has agreed, and what is more, she has
also introduced me to the Chair of the British Mini
Rex Club. I was quite astonished since I didn’t know
until that point in time that the Mini Rex already
existed in England for 30 years and that you have
got such a strong organisation with a respectable
number of members and an attractive programme.
Garry Murphy gave me Monna Berryhill’s phone
number and I was so proud to let her know the news
about the first European show of “her” breed. Her
life’s work spread out its wings and arrived on the
European continent! Monna is definitely a living
legend and a proud Mama Mini Rex.
A highlight of this year will be when I attend your stock show at the London
Championship Show, accompanied by Bernhard Fuchs and Egon Müller.
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As a Mini Rex breeder I have always said
to myself that I will never breed “spotty”
rabbits. And what did I do? I saw the first
Dalmatians at the aforementioned first
meeting in Switzerland and fell for them
from the first moment on. In addition, my
lifelong rabbit mentor and rabbit judge
Walter Baumgartner had been breeding
the medium-sized Dalmatian Rex for over
50 years and changed at that time to the Dalmatian Mini Rex. I have been
breeding black and white Dalmatians for 9 years now and tri-colour Dalmatians
for 3 years (tri-colour rabbits belong to the Dalmatians in Switzerland). With
about 15 does and 5 bucks I raise about 100 baby rabbits per year. Many of
them leave my rabbitry early as pets, later for meat, and about 20 of them will
become adult show animals. Our show system is different from that in the UK.
Our shows only take place in the wintertime and we only have adult classes. All
my rabbits are very tame. I have also been working with them as therapy
animals with children and the elderly. I also visit schools to give lessons about
rabbit keeping. My Mini Rex rabbits are very sensitive and they also give me a
lot. They help to keep my work life in balance.
A “time of change” for rabbit breeders
Finally, at least on the continent, rabbit breeders have come to face a time for
change. Due to various circumstances (such as laws protecting animals, not
enough space for sheds), the number of members decreases constantly and we
do not have many juniors to follow. I personally think that we need to make
some changes if we want our
hobby to have a future. Since
the Mini Rex were accepted in
the Standard of Perfection, the
National Club holds a show
(stock show) every year. In
Switzerland, Mini Rex belong
to the “Chinchilla and Rex
Breeder
Club”
and
are
exhibited with Chinchillas and
medium sized (Standard) Rex.
I wish everyone a good breeding year with quality Mini Rex and a successful
show season. I look forward to having contact with you and discussing the
wonderful Mini Rex. More information can be found on our website:

www.chinchilla-rexkaninchen.ch
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Manzana Returns
By Susi Gardner
It was one of the hardest
decisions in our lives to
give up the stud back in
2012. As time went on, I
really missed the fancy,
the nerves before the
shows, catching up with
old friends and most
importantly the rabbits
themselves. Eventually
we had our careers in the
right place and had the
opportunity to buy our
first home (which prev
iously was a stumbling
block financially). With a little nudge from friend Julie Saunders (Utopia Stud),
my thoughts turned to how it would be possible to have rabbits again.
Luckily our ‘postage stamp garden’ is a unique one, it has on one side a longer
stretch of garden than the other, which previously housed a small shed, and
with much persuasion and many extortionate quotes later we set to work
dismantling the old shed and extending the base to fit a 13x9 shed. It fitted
snugly!
The biggest decision was of course yet to come, what breed to do! It had to be
Rex of course, but there would be no possible way to have Standards, just due
to the lack of space. So with Julie’s further nudges to consider Minis, my
thoughts turned to them. I’ll be the first to admit that a few years ago Minis
were not what they are now. They were still trying to catch up with the
Standards in type and
quality.
What
a
change! Not only
have they grown in
popularity, they have
steamed ahead in
quality. Excitedly I
went about doing my
research to get a
general idea of who
had the best stock. I
obviously had to go
for Blacks; they have
always been part of
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the stud. Luckily the first breeder I got in contact with, Sue Mould still had three
left after deciding to move her stock on. She very kindly let me have the last of
her stock to get me started. The second person was Lucy Berry; again I knew
Lucy had excellent stock like Sue. Thanks to Lucy, she quickly responded to me
with an offer of buck and doe youngsters; I was over the moon.
The British Mini Rex Club asked me to book steward for the Swindon Show on
15th May this year. Not having done so for so many years I was pleasantly
surprised to remember it all! I took this opportunity to pick up the stock, catch
up with people I hadn’t seen for a few years including my mentor judge Eddie
Hutchings. Whilst there, I had the opportunity to see the other colours that were
coming through on the Minis and clocked eyes on the Marten Seal of Tony
Peacock. Coming away from the show and settling the Blacks in, I realised that I
did want to try another colour and logistically could fit them in. So I contacted
Tony to obtain some stock, but unfortunately he didn’t have many Seals that
were available (due to already setting someone else up) but he did manage to
rustle up a mated Marten doe, which I could borrow. So I went to collect her and
was quickly shown other colours, Sables and Smoked Pearls. Let’s just say I came
out with more than I had planned, very difficult not to. When I came away, I
realised the beauty of the Seals/Sables is that you could show both colours
without the headache of space as they could be bred together. So I took a
Siamese Sable doe (cracker) and a Marten Sable doe. In typical ‘me’ style I always
like to mix it up! A few weeks later I read a for sale post on Facebook from Ann
Preece, she was giving up her Seal/Sable Minis to concentrate on other colours
in her stud. I couldn’t resist and contacted her hoping they were still available.
As luck had it they were, four stunning bucks and does - I was set. We set about
collecting them and she kindly said she’d meet me halfway.
Whilst I haven’t been to many shows yet, I am really excited about the quality
that is in the foundation stock and therein lies the key. Patience and research! It
will give you the opportunity to get the best out there plus I believe not
showing has given me the
opportunity to understand
the Minis as they are like a
different breed to the
Standard and get settled
into stockmanship. The
Minis are truly growing
from strength to strength
and
I
would
highly
recommend them as the
breed for anyone new, but
also to the Standard
breeders to give them the
credit they deserve.
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The Mini Ermine Rex
By Julie Saunders
A good Mini Ermine is a rabbit of
extreme beauty but to achieve as near to
perfection as possible takes patience and
hours of thought. There are many ways
to solve this puzzle; different breeders
have their own ways of producing a
winner. The difficult thing is to produce
year after year that ‘good rabbit’ - that is
where lessons are learnt. You are only as
good as your last win, so you must
constantly plan ahead picking out your
breeding stock to move forward.
If the young kits from your does are not
as good as their parents, something is
wrong, which is the puzzle to solve. So,
do we then look to change the buck or
the doe? Sometimes we find that let’s
say a young doe, which is not as good as her mother, put back to a good quality
uncle will produce that ‘super rabbit’. This is often the case that greatness can
skip a generation.
We need a clean, flowing, half-inch coat that goes down the sides/rump and
chest. It must have ‘that resistance’ that when placing your hand on top of the
back it does not part or go flat. It must also have a nice smooth belly without
curl. The type should be rounded at
the rump with width at the shoulders
so as not to be ‘wedge-like’. A broad
head, not too narrow or snipey. Wellfurred ears in proportion with the
body and the colour should be pure
white, ‘like it blinds you’.
That’s what your continual annual
quest will be. Speak to as many
breeders as you can. You never stop
learning; make sure that you learn
from your mistakes. And lastly, that
old saying ‘when in doubt do nowt’ is
very apt as mistakes can be costly
when decisions are made in haste
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WELCOME
TO THE
JUNIOR SECTION
Some of our Juniors…
My name is Lacey and I am 7 years old.
I have some Mini Ermine & Mini Silver Fox Rex, I keep
them at my Grandparents’. I like to groom them & cut
their nails but I like to sweep the shed best.
I would like to thank Mr John Thornton & Uncle Garry for
giving me my rabbits & my Grandad Nut Nut, for helping
me.

I first got interested in showing rabbits
when Lindsay Cameron and my Dad
asked if I would like to go with them to a
show. I found it really interesting seeing
all the different kinds of rabbits and
wanted to learn more. My Dad enrolled
me into the British Rabbit Council and
Lindsay transferred her Himalayan Mini
Rex doe Olive into my name. I took Olive
to a few shows and helped with
stewarding. I did really well with Olive
but she was getting ready for mating. I
got really into it and wanted to carry on
showing Mini Rex, so Lindsay contacted
Hilary Kemble to see if she had any rabbits available for me. She said that I could
have an u/5 Lilac Broken buck called Archie; I really liked the look of him so we
arranged to collect him from the Bradford 2016 show. Also, while we were at
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Bradford, Tony Peacock kindly offered me a Siamese Seal Mini Rex buck. I liked
him too and called him Stanley. We took both of them home. Since then I have
been very successful showing both rabbits, winning several Best Junior Rex and
Best Junior in Show awards. I have also recently won Best in Show and Best
Junior in the Seal & Sable Rex Club Show at Coventry, I felt brilliant winning
that!!! I'm really looking forward to getting a young Siamese Seal doe from Tony
to show, and then when she is old enough, I will mate her with Stanley and
hopefully breed some nice babies to continue showing. Thank you to my Dad,
Lindsay, Hilary and Tony for helping me get started. Charlie

STOCK SHOWS - SEMINARS - EVENTS 2017
Stock Shows are held at a variety of venues across the
UK so as to facilitate members’ attendance. Our Stock
Shows are friendly enjoyable events where the
members can get together to compare their stock,
exchange ideas and simply enjoy being with others
sharing a common interest.
Why not come along to one of the Stock Shows in
2017? You will be guaranteed a warm welcome.
26th February 2017
NEW JUDGES’ SHOW
South Devon Fanciers
The Kenn Centre
Exeter Road
Kennford
Exeter EX6 7UE
Judges: Mr Dougie Nendick (Self)
Miss Shikoni Rundle (Non-Self)
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5th March 2017
EARLY SPRING STOCK SHOW
Bristol Rabbit Club
Rangeworthy Village Hall
Rangeworthy
Nr. Bristol BS37 7NB
Judge: Mr Bryan Teague
19th March 2017
NEW JUDGES’ TRAINING PROGRAMME
SESSION ONE
East Herts Rabbit Club
Broxted Village Hall
Browns End Rd, Broxted, Nr. Dunmow
Essex CM6 2BQ
26th March 2017
NEW JUDGE’S SHOW
Hemel Hempstead & D.R.F.A.
Flitton & Greenfield Village Hall
Greenfield Rd
Flitton
Bedfordshire MK45 5DR
Judge: Ms Nicky Hicks
23rd April 2017
SPRING STOCK SHOW
Essex Championships
Birchwood High School
Bishop’s Stortford
Hertfordshire CM23 5BD
Judge: Mr Derek Medlock
18th June 2017
NEW JUDGES’ TRAINING PROGRAMME
SESSION TWO
East Herts Rabbit Club
Broxted Village Hall
Browns End Rd, Broxted, Nr. Dunmow
Essex CM6 2BQ
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20th August 2017
SUMMER SEMINAR & AGM
Yardley Hastings Memorial Hall
7 Northampton Road
Yardley Hastings
Northampton NN7 1EX
17th September 2017
NEW JUDGES’ TRAINING PROGRAMME
SESSION THREE
East Herts Rabbit Club
Broxted Village Hall
Browns End Rd, Broxted, Nr. Dunmow
Essex CM6 2BQ
7th - 8th October 2017
AUTUMN STOCK SHOW
The London Championship Show
East of England Showground
Peterborough, Cambridgeshire PE2 6XE
Judges: Miss Laura Fox (Self)
Mr Andrew Wray (Non-Self)
28th October 2017
LATE AUTUMN STOCK SHOW
Scottish Championships
Springwood Park
Kelso, Borders TD5 8LS
Judge: Mr Paul Morris
10th December 2017
FREE CHRISTMAS SHOW & MEAL
Hednesford Rabbit & Cavy Club
Calf Heath Village Hall,
Straight Mile,
Calf Heath, Wolverhampton,
Staffordshire WV10 7DW
Judges: Dave Fisher (BiS)
Eddie Hutchings (Self)
Natalie Gould (Shaded)
Daphne Brass-Brown (Tan Pattern)
Dennis Bulman (Agouti)
Sue Wilde (AOV)
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Meet the BMRC team…
ALIYAH AJMAL

FRASER AVILL

JENNY AVILL

JOHN EVANS

KATE EVANS

MONICA HENLEY

ARNIE HILL

MARIANN JAKAB

HILARY KEMBLE

GARRY MURPHY

ANN PREECE

BRIAN PREECE

JEAN THOMPSON

PAUL WANKLIN
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